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Supplies:  
 

x Stamp Set: Grassy Grove (157836) 
x Dies: Grove Dies (157844), Layering Circle Dies (151770), Stylish Shapes Dies 

(159183) 
x Designer Series Paper: Texture Chic Specialty DSP (158808) 
x Cardstocks: Petal Pink (146985), Soft Succulent (155776), Evening Evergreen 

(155574), Soft Suede (115318), Very Vanilla (101650) 
x Stampin’ Pads (Ink): Evening Evergreen (155576), Early Espresso (147114) 

Memento Black (133456) 
x Miscellaneous: Evening Evergreen Open Weave Ribbon (155573), Sponge 

Daubers (133773), Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430), Tear & Tape Adhesive 
(154031) 
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Instructions:  
 

1. For the diorama base, cut 2 pieces of Petal Pink Cardstock to 6’’ x 4-¼’’. For 
each piece of cardstock, score on the long side at ½’’, 1’’, 5’’ and 5-½’’ (or score 
at ½’’ and 1’’ from both ends, as you prefer). Using your bone folder, reinforce 
the score lines by folding forward and back. 

2. Cut 2 pieces of DSP to 4’’ x 3-¾’’ and adhere one of them to the front of the back 
panel (to create the background) and the other one to the front panel. Using the 
largest circle from the Layering Circle Dies, die cut a circle in the middle of the 
front panel to create the window part.  

3. To decorate the inside of the diorama, use the forest die from the Grove Dies and 
die cut the forest in a piece of 3-¾’’ x 3-¾’’ Soft Succulent Cardstock. Use your 
Sponge Daubers to add Evening Evergreen ink to the leaves and grass, and 
Early Espresso ink to the trunks of the trees. Adhere the forest background to the 
back panel with Dimensionals. Die cut the Mom deer and Baby deer with Soft 
Suede Cardstock and adhere them both to the background (you can use 2 layers 
of Dimensionals for the Mom deer to make it pop).  

4. To assemble the diorama pieces, add Tear & Tape to the back of both ends of 
the front panel and adhere them to the front of both ends of the back panel. 

5. To decorate the front of the card, cut a piece of the Evening Evergreen ribbon 
and adhere it to the bottom left side with Tear & Tape. Die cut the 2-1/8’’ flag 
from the Stylish Shapes Dies in Very Vanilla Cardstock, stamp the sentiment with 
Memento Black ink and adhere it on top of the ribbon with liquid glue. Die cut the 
2 leaves from the Grove Dies, one in Soft Succulent Cardstock and one in 
Evening Evergreen Cardstock, and adhere both leaves to the flag, as per photo.         

6. To decorate the back of the card and write your greetings, cut one piece of Very 
Vanilla Cardstock to 4’’ x 4’’ and adhere it to the back of card.  
  


